
Your Advanced Tissue Pathology Partner

FLEXIGROSS
SMART GENERATION GROSSING 

ENHANCED USER SAFETY TAILOR-MADE MODULARITY 

MACRO DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION OPTIMAL ERGONOMICS 

ADJUSTABLE WORK AREAADJUSTABLE HEIGHT 

PathnSitu’s flexigross series is specially designed for histology labs, providing sturdy, customizable, and affordable 

workstations. flexigross series workstation supports for higher suction and additional features to assist user in 

grossing, while also protecting user from harmful formalin fumes.

At PathnSitu, we understand that every lab has unique requirements, which is why our flexigross series can be tailor-

made to fit to user specific needs. The series features medical grade stainless steel which slide across the entire length 

of the basin underneath. Unique feature of this instrument is that it comes with the technology to adjust the height of 

the instrument. Along with this it comes with additional unique features such as adjustable work station and wheels for 

easy mobility. This innovative design can accommodate accessories like Formalin monitor, Label Printer, Camera, 

Magnifying Glass etc... providing the flexibility to user to customize the workstation.

Our commitment to quality and customer satisfaction is paramount, and we strive to provide reliable and efficient 

products. PathnSitu's flexigross series for a dependable, customizable, and affordable solution for your grossing needs.
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SPECIFICATIONS

1. Designed for grossing surgical /histology specimens

2. Inbuilt blower with adjustable speeds, capable of sucking out the vapors

3. Grossing station body is built with medical grade stainless steel for durability and easy cleaning

4. Adjustable height from 850 to 1250mm for user comfort and convenience

5. Availability of dual taps and faucets supports for Hot & Cold with foot operations, adjustable hose and 2 
different tap flow patterns

6. Adjustable work area from left to right with high-performance sink

7. Larger work area as per the grossing station size for user 
convenience

8. Works with 220V single phase AC supply for efficient 
operation

9. Magnetic toolbar to attach grossing tools 

10. High-performance LED lighting for better visibility 

11. Availability of foot switch operated formalin pump & 
water taps 

12. Mobility: Easy movable with castor wheels for easy 
relocation

ORDERING   INFORMATIONOPTIONAL  ACCESSORIES

1. Camera

2. Computer

3. Label Printer

4. Magnifying Glass

5. Mic Set

6. Soap Dispenser

7. Monitor stand holder 

8. End-to-End Histology Solu�on So�ware

Adjustable Height Range

Minimum Working Height
Maximum Working Height

850 mm
1250 mm

PFGS-3
PFGS-4
PFGS-5
PFGS-6

PFGS-7
PFGS-8
PFGS-9

3 Feet
4 Feet
5 Feet
6 Feet

7 Feet
8 Feet
9 Feet

Catalog No Work AreaCatalog No Work Area

CONTACT US TO MAKE YOUR OWN 
CUSTOMIZED AND TAILOR MADE 

GROSSING STATION
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